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This paper,described a study to determine whether
students can, with appropriate instructional materials, develop and
apply a knowledge of art concepts. 4n opening section reviews
research on concept acquisition. This study utilized a concept
acquisition model developed in 1970 by R. Gagne. -Gagnels model
progiosed that concepts are learned through a hierarchy of processes

- including verbal information 'and problem solving. For the study,
curriculum materials were developed based on art concepts of drawing,
form, space, composition, line, and proportioh. Subjects were 70
seventh and eighth, graders from two schools in. Mississippi. The
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received normal art, instruction and the two experimental classeg
received instruction supplemented' with occasional classwork and
discussion based on the specially-developed curriculum materials. A
posttest for all four classes required students to write critiques of
a drawing and a painting. The critiques were analyzed for correct use
of concept terms, number of value terms ("good," "bad") , and length.
Result's indicated that studentg in both experimental groups used
concept terms more frequently and more correctly, and they wrote
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VALIDATING A MODIFIED GAGNEAN CONCEPT- ACQUISITION MODEL;

THE RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY USING ART-RELATED CONTENT

One of the major problems in the fields of art, and-aesthetic education
is the fact that many of the terms and concept-labels used by art educators
are vague, poorly defined, used inconsistently, and loosely interpreted.
Thus, the meanings of critical terms essential to higher levels 'of thinking
about art are unclear to students. This uncertainty is increased since
these meanings often vary from teacher to teacher and within a teacher's own
use of these terms. However art teachers seem tb assume that their students'
understandings of the terms and concept- labels >being used are Similar to their
own. Consequently, since art teachers often fail to specifically define or
clarify the terms which they use, they directly coptribute to a discrepancy
between what they as art teachers teach or think they teach and what they,

-in fact, do teach. If student conceptions of critical art-related terms
and concepts are vague or contrary to what is intended by the teacher, then
they may easily misuse or not ute,these terms in their own art-and aesthetically-

..

related activities and critiques. Without an adequate and consistent under-
standing of art-related concepts and terms, students are not likely to be able
to understand, explain, interpret, or make meaningful decisions about 6a--
their own and that of others.

To determine whether or not students-could acquire an adequate,conceptual
--frame of reference for critiquing art processes and products, instructional
materials consistent with one model of concept-based learning were devejoped,
used, and tested in jr. high school art classes. This paper describes the
background leading up,to this study, the details of the experimerital study
itself, and the results of the data analysis.

Review of Concept-Acquisition Theories and Research

The,acquisition of concepts and conceptual understanding is valued among
learning theorists and educators in a number of different content areas
(Gagne, 1970; Martorella, 1971; Piaget and Inhelder, 1969; Spitzer, 1975;
Stahl, Button, and Corbett, 1975; Tennyson and BOutwell, 1974). These indi-
viduals contend that the acquisitions of concepts is critical for a deep
understanding'of any content or activity. Concepts are also an integral
aspect of art education. Of particular importance to teachers is the integra-
tion of concept-based learning into,the-areas of art criticism, art histOry,
and aesthetic appreciation (Eisner, 1972; Hausman, 1963). Additionally, an
understanding of concepts and associations with 'their appropriate labels
is necessary for understanding the techniques -ind comprehending the nature
and qualities of various media and mediums used by art students who'seek to
acquire or improve technical art skills.

Concepts'may be defined as abstractions by which men sort out and
arrange different aspects of their expliglepces and environment (Spitzer,. 1975;
Stahl and Webster, 1976, 1978; Stahl, Ural., 1975). To these authors, con-
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cepts are phenomena which exist as abstra tions which in turn may be de-
scribed in terms of specific attributes. Finally, where these attributes
areAefined for a specific phenomenon, one assigns a label to this group
of attributes. The authors make it clear that the concept is the abstract
phenomenon itself and is not the label or list of attributes which seek
to.gescribe this abstraction.

Tennyson and Boutwell (1974) have defined a concept as a class of
objects or ideas (abstract phenomenon) which are characterized by the
same critical attributes. All of these sources agree that labels or names
are used to denote concepts and both caution their readers to avoid
equating the 'concept with its assigned label. The importance of this
distinction is easily understood when one realizes that the remembrance of
a label like,the term "design" is vastly different from understanding "design"
as an abstraction useful in viewing several diverse art objects and accurately
describing how-each'utds "design".

Since concepts are abstractions, concept acquisition then is the compre-
hension (acquisition) of a concept as an abstraction and is not merely the
knowledge of a set of relevant attributes or a definition. Thus, concept
acquisition is considered to be an internal process whereby a person identi-
fies-, describes and distinguishes the features of abstract phenomenon which
may be present or encountered in an external source in the environment and
associates this understandingly with a label. It is expected that the re-
Sultsof this acquisition can and will be used consistently in later situations.

Spitzer (1975) suggests that sonie degree of generalization is involved in
concept formation.' He also reports that other theorists have referred to such
activities as classifying, categorizing, sorting out, grouping, .and discriminat-
ing in their r spective descriptions of the, proces of'concept formation. 'Tenny-
son and BAN 11 (1974) have divided concepts into wo groups (i.e., definition
and observa .on) and argue'on behalf of acquiring oncepts via these two means.
MartoreT1 (1971) developed models for use in ept-acquisition'in the social
studies which focus on the. conceptual thinking o Taba, Piaget, DeCecco, and
Gagne. Gagne (1970).has pro1osed a "learning heirarchy" based upon the de-
velopment of conceptual understanding and the use of this understanding in
problem solving situations. Following the suggestions of Casteel (Casteel,
et al., 1974), Stahl and his associates used a modified Gagnean model to
develop social-studies (1975) and art education (1977) concept-acquisition
learning activities.

Woodson (1974)'identitfed three,types of paradigms relevant.to the
acquisitionof concepts by individua.R. TheSe Are: 1) the instructional
paradigm which takes advantage of the communication skills possessed by
the instructor and the learner within their natural environment; V the
reception paradigm in which the instructor determines a sequence aT positive
and negative instances of the,conceRt that are presented to the learner one
at a time; and 3) the/selection paradigm in which the learner selects
(predicts) which pattern comes next and all possible positive and negative
instances of the concept are usually aVailable.



Woodson's research focused on the instructional paradigm. He identified
.even specific instructional modes,relevant to this particular, approach to
concept teaching. As identified, these seven modes are (a) stating of a
definition, (b) providing instructions intended to identify the relevant or
critical attributes, (c') providing instructions intended to identify irrelevant
attributes, (d) showing of examples of the concept,je) showing of non-
examples of the concept, (f) description of the .4kmiain of the concept, and (g)
using analogies to describe the concept; He constructed four measures of
concept learning, i.e., definitions, exemplars, nonexemplars, anckplassifi-
cations, in order'to compare student achievement (levels of concept acqui-
sition) following instruction using theseseven modes. His study revealed
that the identification of a concept's relevant attributes was the most
effective instructional strategy of those 'Used. However, WoOdson's use of

. college students'in the study warrants some caution to the generalizability
of his findings since `these indivjduals are more experienced concept learners J
and may-have transferred abilities gained elsewhere to this instructional
setting.

Frayer, Ghatala and Klausmeir (1975) argue that-concept acquisition
instruction should'be designed specifically to facilitate the attainment
of each of the four levels of the Concept Learning and Development- (CLD)
model. The CLD imdel analyzes concept attainment as occurring in an invariant
sequence at four successfully higher levels- -the zoncrete, identify, classicatory, '

and formal. The model assumes that inasmuch as one or more new cognitive opera-
tions are essential for the attainment of each successive level of a concept, -

and since some other new abilities emerge with-learning and maturation; in-
structtion should be designed specifically to facilitate the attainment of each
level in succession. Hence, acquirimg the name of the concept as well as

...,N discriminating between and naming4ge defining attributes can occur at any of
the first three levelS, they are prerequisite athe formal level. These
authors conclude by stating that four categories of variables can be manipulated
with considerable precision in designing instructional materials for teaching
the classificatory and formal levels of the CLD model. These variables in-

', clude the use of concept examples and nonexamples, a defiAition of the
concept, emphasizers that facilitate discrimination between examples and .

nonexamples, and feedback (Klausmeir and Feldman, 1975).
, L _ - .

, ,'

In a general review of the research literature, Klausmeir andiFeldman
"(1975) cited many researchers who have studied these four variables over
he past several years. They mention si/x studies which reported that

' 4proViding examples and nonexamples of aiconCept is most effective when the
--1 ,examples Vary widely in irrelevant attributes while th-F\nonexamples 'differ

A frdm the examples in only one relexant attribute at a time. This combination
,,,,---ipf attributes/nonattribates and example/nonexample has been labeled a

"rationil-set."t They conclude that' their studies arld'research reveal the
significantfacilitative effects' that rational sets have had on the concept
learning of students in a wide va774ety/of content areas'froM the fourth through
the college le els. They specufate flifiher that/theresults of these studies

were used and fi
would geftrali e acro"s grade levels and content areas if similar materials

the tudents could "veld well."'
,



However, after reviewing over 200 articles relative tqwthe whole area
of concept teaching and concept acquisition, ClaO (1971) round that less
than '10 percent of the research articles cited had reported using concepts
one would usuallk find used in a sChol classroom setting. Thus, while
the research literature tends to suppdrt .some instructional concept-
acqUisition models as being.moreeffective than others and that these
models are useable in a variety of content areas .and grade levels, ClarK's
contends that the concepts that have been - "taught" by these models are
irrelevant to the content being studied in the classrooms of our nation's
schools. One could conclude.that many advocated models may be applicable
only theacquisition of irrelevant concepts.

The findings outli d by Clark argue for the need for research studies
to use carefully develope -instructional materials to assist students
acquire concepts-'directlyrelated to the actual art content they are
studying. Art educators and theorists alike agree on the impartance
of increasing 'conceptual understandings in all aspects of art and aesthetic
education (Lowenfeld anti' Brittain, 1964; Eisner, 1972; Frankston, 1970;
Hausman, 1963; Klausmeier'and Feldman, 1975). It is believed that the ac-
quisition of art-related concepts would result in increased student:

a. appreciation Of aesthetic and art activities and products;

b. capabilities in the area of their' critiques of art and in,
their makiqg of aesthetic judgments and evaluations;

c. insights into the nature and possibilities of various art
media and mediums;

. under anding of the techniques and methods necessary in
perfo ng various art-related skills; and

e. comprehension of art history, trends, styles, techniques,
and products.

With these 'potential,student outcomes in mind, materials consistent with
one concept acquisition model were developed and incorporated within
regular. jr. high school art, classrooms. The effects of these materials
upon students via their writ* responses in two art critique assignments
w e then measured.

B ief Overview of the Concept Acquisition Model

Gagne (1970) has.proposed an-eight level "learning hierarchy"
,based upon the deVelopment of conceptual understanding and the use of
:this understanding in problem-solving situations. The prerequisites and



conditions of learning stipulated in Gagne's model are more applicable
to the. natural hierarchic' found in the pure sciences and are some-

when Iapplied to the social sciences, humanities, and
the arts. . To fit the special needs af these non-pure disciplines,
Casteel et al (1974) suggested some important modifications in the Gagne
model.

Working entirely with only the five highest levels of learning
as identified by Gagne, Casteel described(the "cofiditions" that should('
be present for students to acquire learning on one-level as well as.those

'needed for. students to transfer this learning tb the next higher leyel.
Casteel's model assumes nci,natural hierarchy of content or concepts
within the, social sciences, humanit4es, or the arts. According to the
m dified Gagnean model, each of the levels of learning can.be
p ecisely desc6bed and instructional materials and experiences congruent4
wi each level can be planned, Used, monitored and assessed objectively.

FiVe levels of learning or` concept acquisition 'and utilizatiot are
relevant to conceptually-based art lisid,aesthetic ,instruction (Stapl-and
WebSter, 1976, 1978). In ordergr.th fr iomplexity from lowest to
highest, these levels are Verb41 rOf 'ilonbLearning, doncept-level
Learning,..Principle or Rule Lea*n440 'd Problem-soking
They come into play once,the tedthii. 4de,veloped[ bicondi*ional'
abstract defjnition of the tonceOILS Ae,studied. In otherwords,
the teacher 'has to first develop de, ini -ftns such as.the following,

and only, If there is an efipti,placOnwhich an,: imaginary point
could mov in any direction; .n ,space e ftts,w-befOre students are7
able to nga'ge in We first o these five Vels of learning. 'At this
point, ach.ofthese levelScan-be'describ .1n -the order of their

.hierarchial sequence.

5

1. Yerbal Infol tation'.Lea.rning. One the concept label definition
has been developed9,the teacher possesses the basis for the first and
lowest level of.learning'incorporated into the model. The. erbal InformatiOn
Learning level serves to make sure students accurately comprehend and process
the verbal information related to the particular concept being studied

0

1
The modifications made in the Gagne model were prkginally suggested and
developed' by J. Doyle Casteel, Professor of Education, University of
Florida, as part ofa year long project to develop conceptually-oriented,

o problem, solving instructional materials for social studies classroom use.
Stahl, Button, and Corbett, co-workers with Casteel, on the project,
-provided a detailed description of the modified model in relation to
planning social studies learning activities. In 1976 and 1977, Stahl

. and Webster applied the model to t omain of art and aesthetic education.
This study stressed the applicabili of the modified Gagne model to art
education.



(i.e., the biconditional abstract definition). .Steps must be
taken by the teacher to ensure students comprehend the meaning of
the abstract definition:in terms they themselves understand.
During this level of learning, students restate the abstract defi-
rkition in their own words such that the paraphrased definition is
Congruent with the originally stated teacher definition. In this
way the,tstudent demonstrates,understanding of the prerequisite
verbal information needed to advance to the next higher level of
conceptUally-oriented thinking.

2. Discrimination Learning. When students dfscriminate, they
treat things, differently. According to the model, once the student
has mastered the appropriate verbal information, the student is
ready 'to apply this information to correctly sort out Ojects in
his/her environment. On this level, the student is prepared to
-treat examples of the concept differently from nonexamples of the
same ,concept. When the student successfully distinguishes between'
a number of examples and nonexamples of the concept, then the
student has demonstrated Discrimination'Learning abilities:

When written, a,Discrimination Learning activity consists of
a pair of choices--one of which is an example of the given concept
and one which is a nonexample of the same concept. Examples of
the concept inclUde all of the relevant attributes of the concept
as these are stipulatedip.,the biconditional abstract definition.

not dThese examples should nllow students to make any inferences about
whether or not one or more of these attributes exist but are just
not described in the partiCular example being used. Students are
to study each pair of options and then correctly select the option
which is consistent with the verbal information previously studied.
According to the model, when students correctly discriminate
between example and nonexample on a number of pairs of options, then
they are.ready to transfer this learning to the Concept-level of
learning.

3. Concept-level,Learning. Conceptual understanding includes
the ability to recognize seemingly diverse phenomena as being
examples of,this concept. Thus, students would ,comprehend the
concept as an abstraction and thereby can "abstract" from a'given
series Of events specific examples of the one of more concepts
present in these events. Once this level of conceptual understanding'
is attained, students can more completely and 'accurately analyze
their own 'environment,and experiences and make more consistent

ll



judgments, about them. It is this power of indepth analysis that
.the Conceptilevel of learning is designed to reach.

Concept-level Learning activities are designed to assist students
develop their understanding of a 'concept by having 'them make'more
complex types of discriminations between examples and nonexamples
of the given concept. On this level, "activities are similar to,
those developed for the Discrmination Learning level except that
instead Of containing only one example and one nonexample of the
concept, each of these activities include either'three examples and
one nonexample or three nonexamples and one example of the given concept.
As such, these activities force studentsto make' higher level discrimina-
tions and to treat three diverse phenomena as being the same (i.e., as
either all examples or all nonexamples of tke concept). Once students
have demonstrated the ability to operate effectively on this level,
'they are'ready to transfer this conceptual ability to even more
complex levels of concept-oriented learning and thinking.

4. Principle or Rule Learning. One way of stating relationships
among and between concepts is in the form of principles'or rules.
In the language of the model,4one may form a principle or rule by '

chaining'two concepts, e.g.,. "If a drawing exists, then composition
also exists." Since, principles are proppsittons thatare sufficiently
probable to warrant verification in particular cases, art-related
principles should be (and are)based on logical (and verifiable)
grounds. For example, in the principle state above, drawing is not
only chained with coMPosition,'but the principle, itself states a
proposition (relationship] which has a high degree of probability
of being valid. Thus a persons who examines a drawing would expect
to'find composition also' present.

When written, activities to develop Principle Learning skills
include the identification of several events or phenomena which
debonstrate.the particular principle or rule being learned.. Students
may be given a number,oPOossible principles from .,iMong which they .

are to select the c2rrect one to explain the'phenomeha bn hand. In

other situations, students may be presented with a partial situation and
be asked :to predict the events in the missing segment based upon infor-
mation given in the first segment and what they know about relationships
which exist among the group of concepts being studied: In both types of
activities, students are asked to chdin concepts such that the resulting
printiWe or rule is useful in explaining or predicting a Complex phenomena.

h . 5. Pyoblem-solving Learning. Here, students chain principles br rules
in order to analyze, .consider. alternatives, deliberate over consequences,
and make decisions about art-related events or Products. Students are called
Upon\to comtine principles whichform meaningful explanations for and critiques
of the art phenomena or product they are examining. For example, stddents may



take two separate principles (e.g., "If a drawing exists, then composition
also exists" and.."If composition, then form is likely") and use these to
create one statement likely to be used to analyze and critique.a work of
art (e,g., If a drawing exists, then composition and form are also likely
to be present). Hence, students may then suggest thal-71 you want to
'improve' a drawing, then one may need to improvethe 'composition' and/or
'forms' which were used." As st ents learn to develop, use, and test
combinations of principles, tile learn to.acquire sound criteria for
making decisions and solving p blems in the area of art and aesthetics.

Instructional activities consistent w. the five revels of the
model tend to function in three ways. First, they help identify those
students who cannot operate successfully on a given level. Second, they
help identify those students who are already operating on a given level or
higher levels of concept-oriented thinking. Thirdly, they may serve to
provide the conditions which should enable students to build upon their
previous lower level learnings in order to develop higher level learnings.
In. the language of the model, students would "transfer" certain understandings
from one level to assist them in learning at the next higher level. Used in
this way, these instructional activities become learning activities for
students. When students demonstrate successful completion of a number of
activities on each of these levels, then the teacher has available data on
the basis of which he can infer that student conceptual learning has taken
place, i.e., the student has acquired and can use the concept as an abstraction.

Instructional activities based upon the first three of these levels.were
developed for six concepts commonly used in art classrooms. These concepts
were drawing, form, space, composition, line, and proElortion. Students in
the Experihental group were given these activities while the Control group
students were handling these concepts in the manner their art teacher usually
followed in teaching these concepts. With no prior warnirb, students of
both groups were asked to write critiques ofa drawing and a painting. The
researcher posited that not only would the Experimental group students show
greater understanding of these concepts by using them more often in their
critiques, but that they mould use more value terms in their critiques as
well as write longer critiques than their Control group counterparts.

HYPOTHESES

This study sought to investigate eighteen product variables related
to the number of concept-labels students used in their art critiques,, the
number of value terms the students incorporated into their critiques, and
the number of words the students used in critiquing a drawing and a painting.
The specific hypotheses formulated for this, study were:

A. There would be no significant differences between the seventh-grade
Exp mental group art class and the eighth grade Control group art

terms of the:

4
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1) number of Concept-labels they used in their respectiVe critiques
of a drawing and a painting;

2) number of value terms they used in their respective critiques of L

a drawing and a painting; and

3) total number' of words they used in their respective critiques of
a drawing and a painting.

B. There would be no significant difference between the eighth grade
Experimental group art class and the eighth grade Control group art
class-in terms of the:

1) number of concept-labels they used in their respective critiques
of a drawing and a painting;

number of value terms they used in their respective critiquesof
a drawing and a painting; and

total number of words they used in their respective critiques o
a drawing and a painting.

C. There would be no significant difference between the ombined seventh
and eighth grade Experimental group art classes and the combined
eighth grade'Control art classes in terms of the:

1) number of concept-labels they used in their respective critiques
of a drawing and a painting;

2) number of value terms they used in their respective critiques of
a-drawing and a painting; and

3) total number of words they used in their respective critiques of
a drawing and a painting.

, These three groups of statements stipulate the eighteen null hypotheses
tested in this experimental study.

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Design

Following-the research design notation scheme outlined by Campbell
and Stanley (1963);'the design for this experimental,study was as follows:

R

R

X1

0 2

tiv



This design is identical to that referred to by these authors as the
Posttest-Only Control Group Degign.

The 12 factors which possessed the potential to jeopardize the
internal and external validity of this study were examined. This examina-
tion revealed that all eight threats to internal validity and one of the
four threats to external validity (Interaction of Testing and Treatment)
were reduced by the use of the procedures employed.

Subjects

The subjects for the study were 70 of 79.seventh and eighth grade
students enrolled in eleCtive art classes in two Columbus, Mississippi
public jr. high schools. These schools are racially-balanced as a result
of bussing and both serve families from approximately the same socio-
economic level. @he school was a seventh grade center and one an eighth
grade center. One of the teachers taught in both schools while the second
teacher taught only in the eighth grade center. Two classes taught by
each of the two art teachers in these schools were randomly selected to
participate in the study.

As a consequence of this procedure, the Experimental GrOup classes
consisted of one seventh and one eighth grade arJ classes while the Control
Group classes consisted of two eighth grade art classes. The two Experimental
classes were then randomly matched with the two Control classes such that the
one seventh grade Experimental Group class was matched., with one of the two
eighth grade Control Group classes and the eighth grade.Experimental class was
matched with the other Control Group eighth grade class. Once paired, infor-
mation received from the two teachers revealed the Control Group classes had
9 less students than the two Experimental Group classes. In order to equalise
the groups, 3 seventh and 6 eighth grade Experimental Group students were
randomly selected and dropped from the data analysis segment of this study,
Hence, 20 seventh graders were compared with 20 eighth graders and 15 eighth
graders were compared with 15 eighth graders.

Procedures

The two teachers who volunteered to participate in the study were
asked to teach their art classes as they would normally teach them. However,
.both were informed that the study would focus on major concepts used in art
production and critiques. Both teachers taught in the same school system.

Information received from these teachers revealed they were both teaching
approximately the same content using similar methods while their students
were engaged in similar clasSroom projects 'and activities. The,seventh grade
Experlmental group class had about two weeks of additional drawing time than
did the three eighth grade classes while the two eighth grade Control group
classes had four weeks of study with water colors that neither of the two
Experimental group classes, had-experienced.





The teacher- wOrktrig with the Experimental classes arias given instruc7
tiOnal materials rel4ted to each of the six coftcepts' selected for, the .

study.'"These materials cOnsisted'of a precise biconditional definition
of each concept-label'and a series of up to five 2-,option and four 4-option
multiple choice items ivwhich-,her students were to correctly identify the

,.,e,Options,which we congruent with
,

th-le stated definition.
. ,

4 N

n);1,1 On six separate days during a ten day period, materials related to one
of -the concepts were, presented and, discussed in 'class. This: took from 15

' to 30 minutes.of'clpss time each 'of-the six days. For the rest of the
Reriod, students were engaged in,tbeir regular art activities. During

:this time, the teacher asked and answered questions, provided reactive.
commepts, and critiqued student art using the concept-label studied-in
class that day. Meanwhile, the Control Group teacher had her Students
_working on their own art projects and activities while she preserited art-
'related content, asked and answered, questions, provided reactive comments,
and critiqued student art in her usual manner.

One week following the presentation of the sixth concept-label materials
tol4he Experimental classes, the posttest was administered- None of the four
clIlies,usediin the study were informed of the test ahead of time. In addi-
tion, students in the Experimental classes were never told they would be held
responsible for reme0ering, knowing, or using the labels or definitions at a
later date! w

Treatment

Materials related.to the concept teaching model (Stahl, et al, 19-71
Stahl and Webster, 1976, 1977) were develeped and field-tested in the Summer-
and Fall, 1976, for the purpose of determining what revisions were needed in
their design, construction, or manner of presentation within the classroom.
Information received via/feedbackfrom the trial teacher and her students
suggested modifications were necessary in the areas of how the materials
were presented in class and how to incorporate these concepts into on-going
-classroom art studies and activities. Changes consistent with this input
were made prior to the conkcting of this study during February, 1977.

The treatment materials themselves consisted of the following five
components:

a) a concept-label

b) a bi-conditional abstract definition;

. 4
c) a space for students to wrtte a paraphrased definition congruent

with the one provided (Vgrbal Information Learning level);

d) -a set of up to five 2-option multiple choice items (Discrimination
Learning level); and

e) a set of up to four 4-option multiple choice items (Concept Learn
level). (See Figure 1).

13
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Figure 1 about, here

On each of six different days, the Experimental Grodp students
received a one page sheet which provided all the learning materials
for one concept-label. On the day these materials were used, the teacher
(a) passed out the single page papers, (b) asked students to study the
bi-conditional definition, (c)had students write a paraphrased definition
of the-one. provided, (d) checked during a Obrt discussion to see if there-
was congruency between the written definition as stated and the paraphy'ased
one, (e) had students read through and check the correct answers to the
eight multiple choibe items, (f) discussed with students their answers tq
these items, and (g) piCked up all the materials from the studerits. For
-the rest of the period the students .were allowed to workon their awn
Individual art projects and assignments.' During thq peelod, the teacher
used and encouraged her students to use the concept-label, studied in
class that day in commenting about their activities and products. The

tr
teacher did not use the concelit'label on days following its formal
presentation in class.

The materials fo the six concept-labels were covered on six separate
4 days duringa two-week period. The posttest was administered one week

after the sixth set of materials was studied in the Experimental classrooms.,

Instrumentation

In constructing the posttest, it was decided that an instrument asking
students to define the concept-labels would only test the abilities of the
Eiperimental students to remember the definitions given in class and would
bias the data in favor.of the ExperiMental Group. If this were the case,
the resulting posttest data would be of little value.

Hence, it was decided to have the students in,both groups write
critiques of two different art pieces they had never before encountered.
This posttestassignment wou measure the spontaneous use of these 'con -
cepts by these students and Would provide some:indicatiopbf the, holding
and utility power of the instructional materials and the definitibns used.
Furthermore, such a posttest would suggest the conceptual understandin-g of
these students relative to the application of conceptual knowledge in
situations where this knowledge was relevant.

A drawing and a painting from the private collections of two MUW
faculty members we're used as the focal points of the posttest. In addition
to these art works which were tung.in front,of the respective classrooms,
the students received a sheet of paper upon which was printed the following
set of instructions:

14



"In front ofthe room you wil find an illustration of
a man smokind a cigarette. After studying the illustra- /
tion, use'the space beio o describe what you see. /

Your description-:may include the identification of its //'
good and bad points. You, may also include comments ,/;

regarding the style of the, artist." ///

For the,painting'the nstructions were identical except for the substi-
tution of theword " hands" for "a man smoking a,cigarette." The
students were all much time as they needed in order ,to complete
their critiquestl,

The resUltthj mitiques were then content analyzed in terms of three
distinct types of //variables: (a) the number of each of the six concept-
labels 4%a correctly (e.g., "line" would be correct whereas "out-line"
would not be considered correct use,of the Concept-label "lire); (6)
the total number of value terms (e.g.,. "good," "bad," "poor," "wrong,"
"lousy," etc.) used within the entire critique; and (c) total number

.of words included in the critique: 'These variables provided- the basis for
the statistical analysis aspect of the study.

Statistical Analysis

An analysis of variance statistical proCedure was performed to determine
the degree of difference between the two voups in respect to the-dependent
Variables examined in this study. In all cases, the decision to accept the
hypothesis was based on a .05 level of significance.

RESULTS

The results for the eighteen (18) hypotheses posited for this study
are presented below. These hypotheses focused on three majortategories of
variables; the students' use of concept-labels, value terms, and total words
in their respective critiques of-a drawing and a painting. Data for the four
groups of students were analyzed in terms of comparing each' Experimental
Group class with its respective Control Group counterpart and. the two
Experimental Group classes combined with the combined ControPGroup classes.
Student data for the drawing were analyzed separately from their painting ,

critique data.

A

Because these hypotheses formed natural subgroups of related data, the
results of the analysis of the posttest data are presented along these lines.

Hypotheses Related to Student Critiques of a Drawing

The seventh grade Experimental Group art Class was compared with a
randomly assigned eighth grade Control Group art class. "(see Tables 1
and 2) Of the three variables examined, the Experimental Group was found

15
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to differ significalifly only in terms of the total number of concept-labels
usedby the students (r =:0001). The two groups wero no different in their
respective use of value terms (p =.95) and the length of their critiques _

= .08); 0

4 The eighth grade ExpertilMental Group art class was compared with the ,-
second eighth grade Control Group art class. Of the three variables
examined, l?ke Experimental Group was found to differ significantly in terms
of the total number of concept-labels used (p = .001), number of value
terms used (p = .008),and on the length of their wrIpen critiques (p.= .0001).

Tables 1 and 2 -about here

When the-data fiom the seventh and eighth grade Experimental Group art
classes were combined and.compared with the data from the two-Control Group
art classei,.it was found that the Experimental Group differersignificantly
from the Control Group on total number of concept-labels used (p = .0001)
and length of their critiques (p = .0001). However, they did not. differ
on the use of value terms'included within their written critiques (p - .11).

In. summary, of the nine variables examined in regards to tudents'
critique of the drawing, these two groups diffei-ed significan six.
Most importantly/0g the three variables dealing directly with t r correct
use of concept- ljabels, the Experimental Group classes differed significantly
from the Control Group'art classes on all three variables.

Hypotheses Related to Student Critiques of a Painting

In respect to their critiques of a painting, the seventh grade Experi-
mental Group art class was again compared with its designated eighth grade
Control Group art class. (See Tables 3 and 4) Of the three variables
examined, the Experimental Group was found to differ Significantly in terms
of their use of concept-labels (p = .005) and the length of their critiques

= .03). They were not different from each other in their use of value
terms in describing the painting (p = .28).

When the eighth grade Experimental Group art class was compared with
its respective Control Group art class, it was found that the Experimental
Group differed ,significantly from the Control Group along all three
valeables, i.e., Use of concept-labels (p = .001), use -of value-terms
(p = .004), and length of written critiques (p = .0001).

Again, the two Experimental and two Control Group art classes were
combined and their resultant data compared. Of the three variables ex-
amined, the combined Experimental Group classes differed significantly
from the combined Control Group Classes in their correct use of concept-
labelS (p = .0001) and the length of their critiques (p = .0001). However,

0
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they were not different in the number of value terms they'includedvin their
critiques (p =

Thles 3 and 4 about here
9

To summarize,-of the nine variables comparing the critiqueS of a
painting by these two group's of art students, it was found that they
differed significantly on. seven of these variables. As.with the drawing,
these groups differed significantly on all three variables.Ohich dealt
with their use of concept- labels.. .

. -

-Summary of the Results,of the Hypotheses- Related Data
)

In review, eighteen hypotheses were tested relative to these students'
use'of concept.-labels, value terms, and words in their critiques of .a. ch

drawing and,a painting. .0f,these eighteen, these students were found
to differ. significantly on thirteen variables. Of the six variables which
.dealt directly' with the'use of concept-labels, the Experimental Group
students differed significantly from the, r Control Group-counterparts on
all six variables. These two groups alsoro4Offered significantly on five
of the six variables describing the length,of their respective critiques
but on only two of the six variables dealing with the use of value 'terms
in their written critiques.

0
In addition to the formal research hypptheses'described and tested

above, five "unofficial" hypotheses were tdentified which concerned the
'carry over power" of the conceptual understandings developed by these
students. It was assumed that these students would have little difficulty
carrying their conceptual understandings from'one art media (draWing) to
another (painting). Thus, if the assumption was valid, there would be no ,

significant difference within each of,these groups in their use of concept-
labels when critiquing a drawing and a painting. If such a difference did
exist, then, One may speculate that stqdent acquisition of some art7related
concepts may be most useful in critiquing the art media closest to that
-which students were engaged in while they were "acquiring" the concept.

When the data were examined; it was found that bothExperimental Group
art classes and one Control group art,class,differed significantly in thel.
use of concept-labels in critiquing the drawing and painting (see Table 5).
The one remaining Control Group art class was, found to use about the same
number of concept- labels: in both of their art critiques (p = .24). Overall,'

Table 5 about here



when taken as 'one group, it was found that the 70 students differed sig-'
_nificantly in their use of, these. concept-labeis in.their respective art,
critiques = .000d).

DISCUSSION
.,/

.

The findings indicate that students can,acqUire a conceptual-under
standing of art concepts via paper and pencil formats when these concepts
are specifically defined and when the subsequent written learning activities-
follow the procedures outlined by tlie Model. In addition, Wen these concepts
become.used in 04scussions,the teacher and .student share in the classroom,
there seems to be even greater likelihoad'thatthese concepts will be acquired.
Furthermore, such acquisition greatly ensures- that the students will use
these concept in their spontaneous critiques of art works. Of equal
importance is the- finding 'that the more traditional Approach to helping'
students learn and understand art concepts produced virtually no use of art
'concepts in'the students' critims of identical artworks. In other words,
the significant differences found betWeen,the ExperiMental and Control Groups
may best. be explained by stating that the-traditional-approach teaches little
teal conceptual understanding of art-related concepts such that-their, use is.
spontaneous. Thus, it would appear this Approach is lesseffective than-
the systematic study of these same concepts using.the model and materials
employed.in this study.-,

_:One may speculate that the reason for, the Experimental Group" difference
over the Control Group relative to the lengths of their written critiques
is that. the Experimental Group students had more'to-write about (i.e.,
content,'concepts, and value terms as opposed to just content and value
terms). It is also possible that a conequence of developing conceptual
understanding of art-related concepts is more immediate cognitive awareness
of an art work, thus providing the individual with more instantaneous in-
depth information upon whith to writeo

The availability of using concepts and the increased cognitive aware-'
ness of, what an art work contains may free the critic from having to,make,
only value (affective) reactions to the art's/he views. It also may con-'
tribute to a decrease in the superficial nature4aguNgly reactive affective
responses to the art work. For this reason, th erimehtal Group students
may, not have needed to increase the frequency of their use of valuetterms'in
their respective critiques because their "increase" may have been in the
qualitative nature of their use of these value terms (e.g., "the lines are
very well placed" rather than "it is a real goOd picture of a man smoking
a cigarette."). It is proposed that the data concerning use of value terms
and lengths of critiques suggest a qualitative and not a quantitative Change
in the affective responses of these students to the art they experienced.
In addition, it is suggested that this difference may be due primarily. to
the treatment materials used in this study.
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- -In regardsrto the findings concerning the stu nts' use of these,'

conceft-labqs in their drawing and painting critiqu s, the data reveal
that students are much more likely to understand the plicability of'a

'concept they have acquired in situations similar to_the one in which
they originally,"acquired" the concept. Foryinstance; the students in
both groups were sjtUdyIng and working with driwings during the ent're

'period of-the study. In analyzing the posttest-results, the stud\ is .

ip both groups appeared to "associate the concepts thy studied in d aping
with drawings an seemed- to have some'difficulty in,.1transferring'Lthir
conceptual Linde standings to paintings. Lookfng at group data only, the

) Experimental/ G up students appeared to have had More difficulty with this <,

.°

-transferrenselmercess than did their Control' Group; counterparts even though ..

they sti4 used more of these donceptilabells in their, painting dritiques.
However, ih lookingat individual.scores, the transference problem seems
more interpretable. Experimental group. students who used several concept

'' labels in their 'critiques' of the drawings used less for theirgprinting
-7 /- 6ritiquek)while those who failed to use concept-labels in theirdrawing

critiques-repeated this behavicir in-reacting to the painting. MeanWhile,
therb was no consistent Pattern among Control group students. These
students showed random use of concept- labels for the drawing or painting ----'

and fheir -use of concept labels for the drawing set no pattern to suggest
.i how they wOut respond to th painting. Thus, it:seems that on an individual

basis, the expectation of tra sfer it more real than the-.grOup data would
suggest. : ' ., ,

,

ile conventional wisdom suggests. that individuals who learg,*
.

con-
.ceptt n one situation will automatically :transfer this learning to other
situations, the findings04thii experimdntal ,study reveal thats4ch trans-
ferrente is not automatic. Importantly,, he findings indicate th6t such
transferrence is likely,only whenhe concepts are studied and. learned as
"abstractions and not juSt aS.terms.reldted to. one medium of art produttion;
Students do need - -to learn ho4 art-related concepts such as "form," "composl-
tion;" "proportion," etc. are incorporated into drawing, painting, sculpture,
architecture, and-other art forms. Thus, it maybe that students need to
learn how each separate art concept applies to eachparticular art form and
furthermore, mustbe provided with specific application experiences in these
other art areas in order'to ensure their conceptual understanding in-these
different art forms. Wherethis is not possible, learning activities'which
,stress the understanding of art-related conceOts;at" "abstractions'! and which
include concrete examples from a wide variety of art areas appear to be the
best (and'possibly only).alternative.

- , .

Finally, this study reveals that the model to develop conceptual under-
,standing and problem-solving abilities has releiance to art, abeaesthetic
awareness education learning activities'and that materials based upon the
model can significantly affect student learnings and use of,art-related
concepts. Furthermore, the consequences of these conceptually-oriented
learnings appear to be both qualitative and quantitative in terms of
student critiques of the.art they experience..

r
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Table' 1

Analysis of Variance Values Regarding Student Use of Concept-labels, Value

Terms:, and Total Number-of Words in Their Critiques of the Drawing.
. .

.40
VARIABLE 'N

Concept-labels
used

20

20

cc Value -terms 20
used 20ra.

,
.Total. words in -20

critiques. 20

SOURCE DF

Between Grps
Within trps

Between G- rps

Within Grps

Between Grps

MEAN
SQUARE F-VALUE

.1 96.100
38 4.671

1 .000
38 3.200

Within Grps 38

C4
o-"o

C4C
CL

CC 1I
C:C

Concept.,--label

used

Value.terM
used .

Total. .words in

',critiques

,Concept-labels.
used -

Value terms
used

Total words in
critiques

.15-
15

15
.45

15

35

35

35

'35.

35:

35

Between Grps
Within Grps

Between Grps
Within Grps

Between Grps
Within Grps

-Between Grps
Within Grps

Between Grps
Within Grps

Between Grps
Within Gros

, 20.57 .0001*

.po. :95

5,062.500' 3.09 .08
1,636.240_

28 -

53433
3.562

1 17:633
28 .2.162

1 8';750.00,
28 760.1,00'

IT

68

4,10,1

'68

1

68

148:629
4.185.

.7.557

20,571.426
1,332240

14.56

N3'.-16

24:67

. 008*

.0001*

35.52 ,0001*

2.60 .10

. 0001*15.44

..05

Note: Pair I'represents the 7th grade Experimental G oup and thq,dth grade
Control Group.

Pair II represents the 8th*grade Experimental Group and the 8th grade
Control Group.

TairAII represents the combined 7th and 8th-grade Experimental Group
andthe combined ..8th grade Control Group.
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Table 2

Sums, Means, and Standard Deviations of Student Data Regarding Their Use of

Concept-labefs, V'Mue Terms, and Totak Number of Words in Their Critiques of

a Drawilg.

0..

VARIABLE GROUP SUM MEAN
, STANDARD.
-.DEVIATION

Concept- labels E erimental 20 79 3.957 2.819
used Co rol 20 17 .85 1.182

Value terms Experimental 20- 48 2.40 1.729
- used Control 20 '48 *. 2.40 1.847

11Otal words 'in -Experimental- 20 '1 ,631.. 81.65 44.098
Oitiqudk Control 20 1,183 , 59.15. 36.439

-Concept - labels. Experimental 15 49 3.27 2.604
used , - Control 15 . 9 .60 .737

Nalue terms
used

Experimental
Control-

15

15

39

16'.

2.60 ,
1.07

1.805
1.033

Total words .iii Experimental. 15 1,205 80.33 32.429
critiques Control 15- 455, 30.33 '21.645

Concept-labels Experimental 35- 128. 3.66 2.711
used ContrOl 35 26 .74;, 1.010

Value terms Experimental 35.. 87 2.49 1.738
used Conilpl 35 64 1063 1.671

Total words in
critiques

Experimental,
Control

'35

35,

2,838
1,638

81.09
46.80

38.990
33.827

,

Note: Pair I represents the 7th grade-Experimental Group and the 8th'grade
Control Group.

Pair II represents.the 8th grade Experimental Group and the 8th grade
Control Group.

Pair III represents the combined 7th -and .8th grade ExperimentalGroup
and the combined 8th grade, Control:!G"rbup.

--.;; 0
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Table 3
,

Analysis of Variance Values Regarding Student Use of Concept-labels, Value

Terms, and TotalaNumber'of Words' in Their Critiques of the Painting.

VARIABLE.
MEAN

N SOURCE OF SQUARES' F -VALUE
p'

Concept-labels
used

20 Between Grps
20 Withih Grps 38 1.116

1 10400 8.96 .005*

Value terms 2Q
used 20

Total "'Words in : 2011-

critiques - "-20

Between Grps 1 1.225 H1,20 .28
Within 38, 1.020

Between Grps', 1 6,477:022 4198. .03*
-Within Grps 38. 3,301.562

Y

Concept-labels.
used

Value:terms .

used

Total words in
'critiques

15 Between.Grps _ 16.133
15 Within Grps 28 1-210

15 Between Grin 1 16.133,
15 Within Grp. 28 1.610

15 Between Grps 1 22,908.030
15 Within Grps 28 798.600-

Ce

Ci.

Concept-labels
used

Value terms
.used

Taal words in
critique

13.34 .001*:

10.02* .004*.

28.68 \.0001*

35 Between Grps 1

35 Within .Grps 68

35 Between Grps 1

35 Within Grps 68

35 Between Grps 1

35 , Wtthin Grps 68

*p<:05

25.200
1.158 .

3.214
1.442

25,574.912
1,1-53.248

21.76 .0001*

2.23 .136

22.18 .0001*

4
Note: Pair .I represents the 7th grade Experimental Group and the 8th grade

Control Group,

Pair II represents the 8th grade Experimental Group and the 8th grade
Control Group.

Pair III represents the combined 7th and 8th grade Experimental Group
and ihecombiged 8th grade Control -Group.



Table 4

Sums, Means, and Standard Deviations Student Data. Regarding Their Use of

Concept-labels, Value Terms and Total Number of Words in Their Critiques of

a Painting.'.

st 6

VAiRIAI3LE GRO.UP 'N SUM

.

MEAN.
STANDARD-

DEVIATION

rConcept-labels Experimental '20 1.20 1.399used _ Control 20 4 .29- .523
Value terms.' Experimental 20 26 1.-30 .979

:7C4 .. used Control 20 3.3 1.65 1.040
Total' words in Experimental 20 1,477 73.85 41.820critiques Control 20 - 968 48.40 29.228

Concept-labels Experimental 15 , 26 1.73 1.334used Control 15 4 .27 .799
Value terms Experimental 15 ) 32 2.13 1.552c:c

a_ used Control 15. 10 .67 .900
Total wOrds in' Experimental 15 1,140 76.00 37.141critiques Control 15 311 20.73 14.757

Concept-labels Experimental. 35 50 1.43 1.378
Control '35 8 .23 .646

-Value, terms Experimental 35 58 1.66 1.305
a_

11--11

used Control 35 43 '1.23 1.087
Total words in- Experimental 35 2,617 74.77 39.325critiques . Control 35 ,279 36.541 27.568

Note: Pair I represents the: 7th grade Experimental Group and the 8th grade
Control Group.

Pair II represents. the 8th grade Experimental Group and the 8tfi grade
Control Group.

Pair III represents the combined 7th and 8th grade Experimental Group
and the combined 8th grade Control Groups.
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance Values Regarding.Experimental and Control Group Students'

Use of Concept-labels in Critiquing the Drwing and the Painting.

VARIABLE N SOURCE
JMEAN

.SOUARE9' F -VALUE J1

Pair
I

Pair

Pair
III

Pair
IV

Pair
V

Concept-labels
used

20:
20;

Concept-labels 15-
used 15'

Between Grps, 1 1.75.625
Within 'tarps 18-2. 4.951

BetweenGrps 1 ; 17.633
Within Grps 28' , ! 4:281

Concept labels 20 ,BetWeen Grps
used 20', 1Within Grps

Concept-labels 15
used -

.Concept- labels 70
used- ,70

.-

1 4.225
38 .836

Between Grps 1 '.833
WitOn Grps 28 ,591

Between Grps 1 65.829,
Within Grps 138 ,;3,892

15.27 .001*

4.12 .05*,

5.06 .03*

1.41 .24

16 9,1 .0**
'

*p <.05
'/-

Note: Pair I represents the 7th grade Experimental Group.

Pair II represents the 8th grade Experimental Group.

Pair III represents the 8th grade Cdntrol Group that was pafred with
the 7th grade Experimental Group.

Paif IV represents the 8th grade Control Group that was paired with
-the,13-th grade Experimental Group.

Pair V represents the combined,totals of all four art classes.
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